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Kinspire’s Column
Not only a friend, but something much more; A guide and a role model is what we will strive for.
A Look Back At This Year
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A Look Back At This Year
As Kinspire is still a very young organization, there is still much to
accomplish. During the summer, we are able to make signi icant
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progress in multiple facets of the organization. I wanted to share some
of these improvements as well as overall progress for our organization:
➢ Kinspire Board: Earlier this year, we dealt with several turnovers
of our board members, but we have solidi ied these positions.
The name of our organization comes from
➢ Kinspire Volunteers: With the work being completed for the
combining the two words “kin” and
Volunteer Hub, we hope to make the onboarding of new
“inspiring” because we consider all the
volunteers a much smoother process.
children in our partner orphanages as our
➢ Kinspire Orphanages: Kinspire has decided to focus on our two
brothers and sisters!
orphanages and create an impact before taking on new
orphanages. With the launch of the Kinspire Portal, students’
progress can be better tracked and problem areas can be
pinpointed. In addition, Kinspire is currently inding other ways
to support the children in mathematics and science.
➢ Kinspire Donors: Microsoft is now a donor and will support
Kinspire’s missions with discounts on products for the children’s
material. Please visit our website if you want to be a donor!
➢ Kinspire Curriculum: As we continue to revamp and standardize
our curriculum to best suit the students’ needs, we are
From Sarang’s recent Pune visit
incorporating technical skills for the older children to start
computer classes.
How can you help?
➢ Kinspire Trust: For inancial transparency and ease, we have
created a Trust in India. We are working on building the proper
Donate today at our website
infrastructure for its sustenance.

Volunteer your time
Become a sponsor or a partner
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Kinspire’s Career Mela

S ay tuned for more information about a new event for the students in India! If
you’re excited and want to know more about how you can be involved, shoot us
an email @board@kinspire.org.
@gokinspire

Visit our website for more!
http://kinspire.org

